Differential cardiovascular responses to stressors in hypertensive and normotensive rats.
The aim of this study was to determine to what extent stress-induced cardiovascular responses depend upon rat strain and/or stressor. Spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHRs), Wistar-Kyoto rats (WKYs) and Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were implanted with telemetry probes in order to measure heart rate and blood pressure changes when exposed to a stressor. The stress protocols employed included handling, air-jet and restraint, where each stressor was repeated over 10 consecutive days. In addition, a heterologous protocol was established whereby the experimental groups having experienced 10 days of air-jet stress were then immediately exposed to 10 consecutive days of restraint. Each stressor caused graded tachycardic and pressor responses in all strains. For all strains, the magnitude and duration of heart rate and blood pressure increases were greatest in the restraint-based protocols while handling and air-jet caused submaximal changes. A comparison between strains indicated that SHRs exhibited prolonged pressor responses to each of the stressor types tested as compared to the normotensive strains. In addition, repeated exposure over 10 days to handling and air-jet in SHRs caused tachycardic and/or pressor responses to adapt to 'normotensive-like' levels. Heterologous restraint stress caused sensitization of cardiovascular responses upon first exposure, predominantly in normotensive strains. Collectively these data show that the magnitude and duration of the tachycardia and pressor responses evoked by the stressors were different within the strains and were also modified by prior experience. In addition, the cardiovascular profiles presented in this study demonstrate that, within each strain, the heart rate response during stress is graded according to the type of stressor encountered.